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Introduction (Tomoko Kashiwagi）
【Theme】
Creating schools and communities that care for children with poverty, foreign roots, 
and other problems
→ Inclusion of all children in school and community life

【Goal】
Proposals for schools and communities that prevent social division and create a 
equitable democratic society
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Tomoko Kashiwagi
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Reality, Equality, Equity

Equality: Everybody is the same
→ Formal equality, superficial equality, and flat equality

Equity： Allocation of resources according to the personal conditions 
of the children and the environment they are in

→ Practical opportunity guarantee
Reality: Too different and dangerous!

→ Division is a risk in society for everybody
→ Aim for creating an equitable society through

preventing division and allocating resources
Source: Lynch, S., Sutherland, S. & Walton‐Fisette, J. (2020) with revisions by author



What is equitable?
〇 Based on the principle of distribution (redistribution)
→ Aim for an appropriate system applicable to the lives of citizens with social 

and economic inequalities
(John Rawls, 2001 – 2004)

◎ Need to focus on the practical actions in people's actual lives
→To remove clear and present injustice

Practically fewer opportunities for choices, no options

→ Capability approach:
Practical guarantees of opportunities and choices through the allocation of 
resources according to the individual needs

(Amartya Sen 2009 – 2011)



What is equitable in education?

Aiming for guaranteeing practical educational opportunities and children's 
right to learn and live, becoming aware of the actual injustice and allocate 
resources as a realistic solution to resolve it.

→ Promote educational activities that value each child, including resource 
allocation, based on the child’s personal conditions and environment.

＊ The term distribution is usually used as a function of government, but in 
the following, it is applied to teachers and learners to examine what an 
equitable education should be.



Enhancing individually optimized learning
using ICT 

・From AI diagnostics to various drills: Acquisition of knowledge
“You can move forward or go back. If there is anything you do not understand, you can go back to elementary school.”

・Ease of grasping space and movement (math, science, etc.): Acquisition of knowledge and thinking skills
・Self-analysis by recording using iPad, etc. (physical education, music, etc.): Acquisition of skills and abilities to find and solve 
problems

・Ease of viewing and understanding materials according to characteristics (all subjects): Condition to enable learning
・Digital textbooks and learning materials: Condition to enable learning
・Consultation support for children with problems (online consultation, posting): Condition to enable learning
・Risk management, “attending school online” to meet individual needs:  Condition to enable learning

→ Learn with materials, methods, speed, and locations best suited to each individual's abilities and characteristics.
→ Improve maladjustment in learning (hard to follow hence boring, too easy hence boring)
→ Uncover the voices of children with problems



Enhancing collaborative learning using ICT

・Presenting individual worksheet, etc. in mass classes (e.g., LoiLo Note)
・Ease of sharing information and collaborative editing work in group learning
・Increase in the amount of information to be examined (paper materials, online information)
・Increasing interest and curiosity by using ICT
・Increase in the number of connected people and expanding network

(Interaction with other children, people of the same age in industry, domestic and international 
residents, NPOs and other supporters, people with problems, etc. Interaction with other children 
with problems)
・Increase in feedback from other children and society for presentations and reports
・Improving the abilities to identify and solve problems, make a change, critical thinking skills, and 
resilience

→ Increase in redistribution resources: time, connections, information, and learning as a result of 
learning
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Created and provided by Toyotomi Elementary and Junior High School, Himeji city



Reduction of work and time & Increase of learning data

・Marking and summarizing test results
・From prints to files
・Converting all the information on children such as grades, non-
cognitive ability data, leaning history (study log), student guidance 
data, health status into ID

・Collection and analysis of classroom dialogue data
・Cooperation with parents and local communities through online class 
observation, consultation, etc.

・Introduction of integrated school administration support system

→ Increase in redistribution resources: time, energy, information



Notes on individually optimized learning

・Emphasizing knowledge and packaged learning
・Instead of optimizing the way children learn, "optimizing people to global standards” 
(Suzuki 2016:117) is a misunderstanding of the means and ends
・Advancement in the division of children and society
→ Increasing disparities among children in terms of learning progress and specifics
→ ICT is good for segmentation to identify and promote individual needs
→ Apathy of the global elite is fomented and the vulnerable are left behind in the 

name of diversity (Baumann 2001 – 2008)



How redistribution should be 1
【Time】
・Children's time: Redistribution of reduced learning time to collaborative learning and 
"waiting" time
・Teacher's time: Using free time to care (learn) for children with problems
→ Even with a drill learning, it is necessary to stay close first and build a tender relationship 

before motivating them to learn. Do not let AI manage the children.
【Energy】
・Teacher’s energy: Preparing for the classes and care (learn) for children
【Connection】
・Correcting the "connection disparity": Recovering the inner voices of children who are easily 
isolated and troubled, and forming connections in response
・Correcting regional disparity
・Thicker, wider, and richer connections for all children → Enabling distribution of care



【Information】
・Children's information: Inclusion of information through the transfer of a variety of information
・Teacher’s information: A basic resource for recognizing injustice and redistributing
【Learning as a result of learning】
・Recognizing injustice in the society and demonstrating the power to prevent division
→ Reasons for legitimizing children who learn quickly: Bring their potential to society
→ Proliferation of ability to care by the children with high ability to care

(contribution to redistribution as a care model)

How redistribution should be 2



Equitable and quality learning

Learning for all the children to be exposed to different 
information and inner voices, to become aware of social 
injustices, and to acquire ability to prevent social division 
while connecting with others, at the same time securing 
time and energy devoted to ensuring the rights to learn 
and live of the children in need.



【Care theory: Ability to care】
The ability to notice the needs of oneself and others with interest and empathy, and to 
respond to them with sociological imagination.

Imagination to grasp and understand the problems in the sphere of life by connecting them 
to the complex historical and social structures. (Kashiwagi 2020)

→ Improving the ability of children to live and exist as human beings
To arouse the interest that we have in the other as co-existent, to liberate the other, and to 
help the other become free. (Heidegger 1927 – 1994:268)

To respond to the call of a voice of people who desire to go beyond themselves and “live 
better” with others. (Tanaka 2017:410)

To voice of a “pedagogy” that avoids the obsession with economic profit and competence, 
rather than enlarging and expanding it through advanced technology in “education”, and 
move towards a humble logic that cultivates the “skill” to “wait” for children to grow up. 
(Tanaka 2017:74, Mita 2018)

Equitable and quality learning and care



A project by a first-year student, Sakaki High School, Nagano prefecture 

※ Items in green indicate relationship with the local companies

Theme “Devise ideas that will help local companies solve their problems and use 
the power of design to create a more communicative and in-depth presentation”

Created and provided by Yasutomo Sanui, Life is Tech!
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Theme “Challenge solving problems of local companies by creating web sites”

A project by a second-year student, Sakaki High School

※ Items in green indicate relationship with the local companies Created and provided by Yasutomo Sanui, Life is Tech!
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Various interactions with others through CPBL (Creative Project Learning)
(an example of a first-year student)

Created and provided by Yasutomo Sanui, Life is Tech!

Other students

Student

Local university student mentor

Employees of local companiesGeneral Manager of Planning



Initiatives to nurture mentors in the local community

Online training will be conducted using Zoon this fiscal year

As for the mentors for the first-year students of Sakaki High School, they were recruited from universities in Nagano 
prefecture this year, and local university students in Nagano, who received new trainings, acted as the mentors.

Created and provided by Yasutomo Sanui, Life is Tech!
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Role of teacher who use ICT
・Develop a curriculum that responds to actual situations and inner voices of 
the children rather than one that is coded and standardized by ICT.
→ Discovering the injustice by teacher

・Raise children as human beings with the ability to care for themselves
= aiming at an equitable democratic society
→ Acquisition of holistic expertise in building tender relationships with 
children and fostering them as co-existing human beings while using ICT
→ Contribution towards creating a non-ICT human society while using ICT
－ From economic and profit expansion and competence-orientation 

to maintaining status quo and happiness-orientation
－ Resist creating ICT silos and control by national and global corporations

・ Promoting redistribution through the help of ICT and steady development of 
teaching, leadership, and care skills



Role of administration and management
・ Flexible prioritizing for equity based on the ethics of care
→The decision of the superintendent of the board of education 

and school principal is to encourage loosening of the system in 
accordance with the actual situations

→Social justice leadership: Emphasis on the practice of 
recognizing social injustice and acting to confront the 
oppressive elements of the actual situations (Kashiwagi 2020)

e.g., Start with whatever you can → and then, redistribute
Thorough challenges against injustice regarding 
typing (text input), room environment, etc.

Reducing regional disparity in ICT environment development
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